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About This Game

A mini-game tribute to President Donald J. Trump!

Background

Some may call this propaganda. Others may say it's gloating. While those assumptions admittedly may have a shred of truth to
them, my hope is that most see this game as I do ... as a fun, light-hearted but sincere salute to Donald J. Trump's amazing and

successful run for the U.S. presidency. However people see it, this was just something I had to create ... so I did!

Game

This "mini" game consists of 6 “battles” between Donald J. Trump and a handful of the enemies he faced during his campaign,
namely:

 Fake News

 Southern Border

 Protesters
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 Hollywood

 The Swamp

 "Crooked" Hillary

The gameplay is meant to be more of an entertaining experience than a hard-core gamer challenge but I've tried to make it a
decent mix of both.

With each battle win players can choose to upgrade their health (HP) for future battles or get more “Winning Coins” to unlock
additional hats and outfits.

The first battle is free and if you enjoy it you can purchase the other 5 via the DLC:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/676080/Super_POTUS_Trump_The_Full_Game/.

Long Live the God Emperor! #MAGA!
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Title: Super POTUS Trump
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Emerson Design, Inc.
Publisher:
Emerson Design, Inc.
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7+

Processor: Any

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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super potus trump steam. super potus trump gameplay. super potus trump. download game super potus trump. super potus trump
game. super potus trump online. super potus trump download

Fun game to play in my downtime. Would highly reccomend.. Junk, Sorry but this game is worthless. Tried to load up with a
buddy and couldn't get anyone to join. Needs Three people at mininum and no one is online. I wanted to like it but just not any
good. They need some sort of AI option or more of a following. Also the game is having a issue with Twitch and that seems to
be a intergral part of the game. Thumbs down.. not worth the cost. i really like this game, but it crashes alot for me and gets
frustrating. Feels like something I played on the C64 back in the day. This is just awful.. I get the whole old school vibe of the
game, it just isn't for me.. This isn't going to be a comprehensive review, others on this page have put it better than me. If you're
into dialogue-based games that make you think about the world you are experiencing, this is definitely worth picking up (even
though it's short this is a reasonable price and it'll be on sale soon enough again).

I adored the dialogue in this game; it was thought-provoking, it was nuanced, and it was definitely this game's strongest point.
With such a low budget, I think the aesthetic was still surprisingly consistent and I think the game looked quite pretty. As a lot
of people pointed out the ending was a bummer: the real worth of this game lies in exploring the world and forming opinions
and not in following a linear story but even then it was sort of disappointing. If these people had a bigger budget they could
make some truly amazing narrative-focused games.

This is definitely something worth checking out if you're like me and play BioWare games solely for the story. Looking forward
to their next title!. This is a casual game, which contains point and click and hidden-object components. It also has two modes.
Normal mode caters for players that are more casual. The mode provides many hints, and important areas are always
highlighted. Advanced mode on the other hand gives the player almost no hints.

There has been some improvement over the first Princess Isabella game, particularly in the art and design of backgrounds. The
game’s areas are more varied than its predecessors were. And it’s very nice that this time around the witch decided to curse more
than just a castle with similarly styled rooms! The ever-changing scenery also seems to have allowed this instalment to have
more quirky characters than its predecessor does. Although I’m pretty sure those dwarves are living in a hobbit hole!

The only issue that arose for me when playing this game, as that I came to a puzzle that did not seem to let me manipulate the
parts needed to complete it. Going back to title menu did not fix this. However, I found that changing the game between screen
modes (Fullscreen, Widescreen and Windowed), seemed to allow the game to work out better where the mouse cursor was
placed. So, there is an easy fix if you are to run into this issue.
I would recommend this game to people who enjoy these types of games. If you do not go into it looking for a life changing
experience, and just enjoy it for what it is, then this is a fun little game, and worth playing. Bear in mind it is a little short, but
worth the price, particularly if you can get it on sale!
. I don't know why i have this game, but I'll make a review. Never got into the game because of how frustrating it can be, so I
just played on the sandbox. But i saw and the game never got updated that much. Last update was in 2016. So the devs took the
money after some youtubers made videos about their game.
Don't buy it.
2/10
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A short and funny game worth playing if you followed at least superficially the indie scene in the last few years, this game is in
fact a parody of some of the most infamous modern indie titles, with the addition of brony fanfic and Japanese VN segment
for... reasons.

"Sam Shark won the butthurt award of the year". Prior to the game being released on Steam I played 100+ hours of Quarries of
Scred.
I cannot begin to tell you how great this game is...It is easily in my top 5 games of all time.

Its a simple game but fun and Its extremely replayable. Runs can last from 5 seconds to 2 hours if you want to get really in
depth, but if you have some experience with the game I feel most runs go for around 30 minutes to an hour. The game can be
very terrifying, I have even jumped from time to time from a death that seemingly came out of no where. One mistep I can
assure you will be your last, but making all the right moves and succeeding is one of the most rewarding feelings Ive ever gotten
out of a video game.

In closing I cannot reccommend this game enough. The dev is a great great guy with a heart of gold and his game is a
tremendous display of art,community, and love of the gaming world. If you havent bought this game yet I urge you to consider
doing so!. The game is for pure hardcore gamers! If you cry like a baby when u can't handle it -this IS a place for ya! The place
where you can become a real one HARD one!
Your nerves as hard as a steel?
You don't f afraid a challenge?
Don't care of kewl gadm grafs and stuff? THen this IS the right place!
9 of a 10.
becz 10 of 10 can get only CHuCk F NorriSSS !!!111. What a pleasant surprise! Can't believe this was made with FPS Creator!
This game is retro breeze from the past but in a positive meaning.

Pros:
+ Old school feel
+ Good lvl Design
+ Awesome Soundtrack
+ Brutal enemies
+ Challenging situations
+ Nice weapons
+ Interesting secret areas.

Cons (for some people but not for me):
- No rebind key
- 15 – 30 sec per load game

I wholeheartedly encourage anyone who are interested to buy it right away, especially if it's on sale.. An Extremely enjoyable
semi-realistic shooter for its time. I bought the game again recently to play it purely for nostalgic purposes and its just as I
remember it. Gameplay is really fun but good god the graphics didnt hold up. Due to the Voxel engine it uses everything is
highly pixelated, especially when targetting enemies at a distance but in the end its more of an annoyance than a hinderance. But
graphics aside, if your a fan of Novalogic games and old school games in general then this game is worth a shot.

Final Score: 80/100. I love vaporwave and this game is phenominal!. This item is good. But Mabye we should get some large
prarires into the gwr line, or 2800s or night owls 4700s, or 4200s I reccomend this.. In a few more iterations you'll be able to
decide whether to buy all the DLC, or simply purchase your own actual train for the same money.. Fun for 10 Minutes neesd
more stages. Well its everything it says it is, Cute and abstract. It's an alright game, I wish there was some direction with it.
Perfect to waste time in the gaps of a busy day. Just start it up and go. 6/10
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